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ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY...

“TIMES OF GREAT CALAMITY AND CONFUSION HAVE EVER BEEN 
PRODUCTIVE OF THE GREATEST MINDS. THE PUREST ORE IS 
PRODUCED FROM THE HOTTEST FURNACE, AND THE BRIGHTEST 
THUNDERBOLT IS ELICITED FROM THE DARKEST STORM.”

“WHEN WRITTEN IN CHINESE THE WORD “CRISIS” IS COMPOSED 
OF TWO CHARACTERS - ONE REPRESENTS DANGER AND THE 
OTHER REPRESENTS OPPORTUNITY.”

“SUFFERING IS JUSTIFIED AS SOON AS IT BECOMES THE RAW 
MATERIAL OF BEAUTY.”

- Charles Caleb Colton

- John F. Kennedy

- Jean-Paul Sartre



EDITOR’S NOTE 
SHIRIN SUBHANI & SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA
Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous 
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression 
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and 
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site: 
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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At the two-year mark of Courageous Creativity, we find ourselves somewhat stunned at the 22 issues of path-
breaking stories by diverse, inspiring contributors from all over the world, joining together in this vulnerable 
journey of courage, creativity and change. Many of our stories reveal creative insights gained over time from 
experiences and struggles that have already occurred; they provide the gift of perspective. But what of the 
Creativity that emerges right in the midst of crisis – in the thick of intense pain, grief and loss?

In this May 2012 issue, we present to you a special collection that has further torn open our hearts. Our 
contributors have found vision and purpose right in the center of calamity, confusion and apparent devastation. 
No, these aren’t people who ‘made lemonade from lemons’ or ‘saw the silver lining.’ These are people who 
somehow knew that their creative power lay right at the center of the storm of devastation!

Read ‘Rebirth,’ in which featured contributor Sharmishtha Dattagupta bares her soaring moment of rebirth in 
the midst of what may be labeled depression and ‘mental breakdown.’ In ‘If, If, If,’ an excerpt from her forth-
coming memoir ‘Her Beautiful Brain,’ Ann Hedreen imagines possibilities while grieving her mother’s day-by-
day disintegration from Alzheimer’s disease. In the poem “Lympho, Ma,” young My Tam Nguyen is faced with 
the moment of disclosing her cancer to her mother, and then stumbles upon peace in her mother’s greatest 
lesson. In “Only Love,” Arshiya Quadri discovers in the excruciating hollowness of her father’s sudden death 
that a powerful love remains in that empty space. In ‘Self-discovery in Adversity,’ Shaila Gadre surprises her-
self by not only discovering a new self after losing her life partner of forty years, but also a new life purpose.

Kent Melville, a young man with Autism, shares how he is growing his lemonade stand into a successful busi-
ness to help other autistic children like himself. Through her painting series “Ghost Bats,” Kree Aravintas ex-
presses her love and hope for bats amidst the heartbreaking disease threatening their survival. In an interview 
with us, Sohail Fida, who has spent the last twelve years of his life in a Pakistani prison after being wrongfully 
convicted of murder at age seventeen, talks about how he created dreams in jail and refused to let them die.

We hope this issue tears open your hearts as it did ours. Keep creating, keep dreaming, even and especially in 
the midst of crisis!

Shirin and Shahana.

“THESE ARE PEOPLE WHO SOMEHOW KNEW THAT THEIR CREATIVE 
POWER LAY RIGHT AT THE CENTER OF THE STORM OF DEVASTA-
TION!”

EDITOR’S NOTE



ANN HEDREEN
Ann is a writer, filmmaker and voice of the KBCS radio commentary, the Restless Nest. She and her hus-
band Rustin Thompson own White Noise Productions. Together, they have made more than 100 films, many 
of which have been seen on PBS and other TV stations all over the world and some of which have won Em-
mys and other awards. They have two grown-up children and live in south Seattle. For more on Ann’s work, 
see http://therestlessnest.wordpress.com and http://www.whitenoiseproductions.com 

“THERE’S A PART OF ME THAT WISHES I COULD GET HER BLESSING 
BEFORE I GO INTO THIS IMAGINARY WORLD...THAT KNOWS WHAT SHE 
MIGHT SAY: OH, HONEY, DON’T DO IT.  YOU’VE GOT A BEAUTIFUL LIFE, 
YOU’VE GOT YOUR HUSBAND AND CHILDREN, WHY DO YOU WANT TO 
TORTURE YOURSELF LIKE THIS?  GO OUT AND DO SOMETHING FUN WITH 
YOUR FAMILY!    

“THERE’S A PART OF ME THAT WISHES I COULD GET HER BLESSING 
BEFORE I GO INTO THIS IMAGINARY WORLD...THAT KNOWS WHAT SHE 
MIGHT SAY: OH, HONEY, DON’T DO IT.  YOU’VE GOT A BEAUTIFUL LIFE, 
YOU’VE GOT YOUR HUSBAND AND CHILDREN, WHY DO YOU WANT TO 
TORTURE YOURSELF LIKE THIS?  GO OUT AND DO SOMETHING FUN WITH 
YOUR FAMILY!”  

IF, IF, IF
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All will be well if, if, if, if, if
Say the green bells of Cardiff…

The question we try not to allow ourselves, we grievers, is the big What If.  What if Buddy Holly hadn’t gotten on 
that plane.  What if my daughter’s friend Phaedra had been in her mother’s car instead of her aunt’s that one 
summer night when Phaedra had just turned seven; that Texas night when a young drunk driver slammed into 
the back seat where Phaedra sat and the car burst into flames.  What if my mother’s brain had not flipped some 
chemical switch two or three decades before her death; what if that fatal rerouting of proteins into plaques and 
tangles had never happened.  And was it a switch that flipped in a moment, a fateful moment when stress hor-
mones and genes and brain chemistry all crashed into each other just like Phaedra’s aunt and the man who’d 
had a few too many?  Or was it a switch that had been rusting and fraying all her life until it finally just couldn’t 
hold on?  What if she hadn’t played in the copper-laced dirt of Butte, Montana as a child and then put her chubby 
baby hands in her mouth, over and over again?  

If, if, if, if, if, sang the green bells of Cardiff in the old Welsh tune.  Pete Seeger and Judy Collins and the Byrds 
all recorded versions of it; I can hear their sweet voices and I can hear the bells from all the towns they sang 
about but the only line I remember is if, if, if ringing out over the roofs of Cardiff, a city neither my mother nor I 
ever visited but one where she might have felt some kinship: the mountains, the mines, the terrible cruel beauty 
of a landscape that asks a high price to feed a family.  Send me your young men and I will turn them old and 
bent. Give me your offerings of coal and minerals and I will fill the sky with smoke and kill every green thing on 
the ground and your babies’ blood will run with my chemicals.  And if, if, if you can get away from here, I know 
where you’ll go: to some town in America like Butte, where the mountains are even higher and the mines are 
even deeper.  And you’ll meet miners from all over the world; from Wales and Finland and Sicily and Kentucky, 
and together you’ll go down every day while your wives will raise your children in the dirt and soot spewed out 
by your smokestacks.

IF, IF, IF

“IF I AM GOING TO INDULGE MYSELF IN THIS GAME OF WHAT IF, I 
DON’T WANT TO GO BACKWARDS.  I WANT TO IMAGINE HER AS SHE 
WOULD BE NOW.  ALIVE.  WITHOUT ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE.”



So where do I even start saying if, if, if?

If Mom had not been born in Butte?  If there had been no Great Depression and Grandpa had made more money 
and it hadn’t taken him until Mom was 13 to move his girls away from the dirty mines and down to the Flats?  
No.  If I am going to indulge myself in this game of What If, I don’t want to go backwards.  I want to imagine her 
as she would be now.  Alive.  Without Alzheimer’s Disease.  

There’s a part of me that wishes I could get her blessing before I go into this imaginary world.  There’s a part of 
me that knows what she might say: Oh, honey, don’t do it.  You’ve got a beautiful life, you’ve got your husband 
and children, why do you want to torture yourself like this?  Go out and do something fun with your family!  But 
there’s another part of me that wants to do it, for her.  To show her, wherever she now is, what might have been.  
I don’t know where she is.  I feel her with me, now and then, though I don’t know what that even means or how 
to describe it.  But I need her—that Mom that I feel with me, in me, near me—I need her to know that I’m writing 
this because I want everyone who reads it to shoulder just for a moment the loss of her and then to feel the full 
weight of that loss times 36 million.  Thirty-six million people around the world who are slipping away instead of 
living the lives they could have lived. 

What if, instead of caring for them, we could cure them?  What if we could keep Alzheimer’s from happening in 
the first place? 

What if.    

What if she and I were walking in Seward Park right now, instead of me sitting here at my desk looking out at the 
park and thinking about her?  What if her body was still strong, ready to walk, instead of gone?  What if I could 

IF, IF, IF

“THIRTY-SIX MILLION PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD...SLIPPING 
AWAY INSTEAD OF LIVING THE LIVES THEY COULD HAVE LIVED...
WHAT IF, INSTEAD OF CARING FOR THEM, WE COULD CURE THEM?  
WHAT IF WE COULD KEEP ALZHEIMER’S FROM HAPPENING IN THE 
FIRST PLACE?”
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hear her voice, put my arm around her, bask in her present self instead of her spirit slipping away from me like 
one of those low clouds weaving through the trees on a wet day that you can see and even walk right through 
but never ever touch?  What if she and I were walking on the path that goes right through the heart of the woods, 
the oldest trees in Seattle, and we were just breathing in all that fresh tree-air and talking about nothing and 
everything?  What if Mom were 79 years old and alive and that’s what we were doing today, right now, and I was 
writing a book about anything, anything at all besides my mother dying of Alzheimer’s Disease?

If Mom had not had Alzheimer’s disease, her teaching career would have gathered strength and momentum, 
and she might have kept on teaching for ten more years.  If Mom had not had Alzheimer’s disease, she might 
have stayed in her airy house in Madrona, and she and I might have met at Verité and shared one of its famous 
cupcakes. And maybe I would bring her in for show and tell and have her recite that poem she used to love so 
much by the young Englishman who was about to be executed for treason:  “My glass is full, and now my glass 
is run; And now I live, and now my life is done.” 

Memories Exist Even When Forgotten, Study Suggests was the headline on a recent Alzheimer’s Daily News 
story. Scientists using functional magnetic resonance imaging tracked patterns in the brains of subjects that 
showed that even when the person could not remember the details of a task performed earlier, “the brain knew 
something about what had occurred, even though the subject was not aware of the information,” according to 
lead researcher Jeff Johnson of the University of California at Irvine.  

For a fleeting, absurd moment when I saw that headline, I thought of all of Mom’s memories, so many of them 
gone forever before she could share them and I wondered: are they somewhere? Could they someday be un-
locked?  What If scientists were able to find a way for Mom to reclaim all those memories she was shedding like 
snakeskins every day for the last decade or more of her life?  

I picture them like boxes of old photographs and letters no one can get to because they’re behind or underneath 
other, heavier boxes, or because they’re buried in silt and sludge, like a box that had the bad luck to be stored 
away in a New Orleans garage when the levees broke. I picture them as real, beautiful things that exist, even if 
forgotten.

Excerpted from Her Beautiful Brain, a memoir

IF, IF, IF



LYMPHO, MA
MY TAM H. NGUYEN
My Tam is a 28-year-old cancer survivor. She was diagnosed one year ago as of May 2012 with 
non-Hodgkins Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma. This poem was written in the moments prior to her 
confirmed diagnosis. For more on her cancer journey, visit tamthatcancer.tumblr.com

Photo credit: Tim Durkan

“SO I’LL TAKE WHAT COULD BE THESE LAST MINUTES AND SECONDS OF LIVING
AND MAKE A LIFE THAT’S WORTH YOUR BELIEVING IN.”
“SO I’LL TAKE WHAT COULD BE THESE LAST MINUTES AND SECONDS OF LIVING
AND MAKE A LIFE THAT’S WORTH YOUR BELIEVING IN.”
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Lympho, Ma
I don’t know how to tell you
The doctors stuck seven needles in me
For the biopsy
Eight if you count the one that numbs
Nine if you count the blood they took
C27
Cancer, at 27
Can you imagine?
Maybe it’s that extra meal with pork belly I shouldn’t have eaten
Or maybe it’s that one time too many I heated my food in plastic
Microwaves, combustion

Lympho, Ma
How can I tell you
You lost a son, a father, a mother
Things happen to you in patterns
My brother, grandfather in 365 days
26 years later, your mother, and now your daughter, 365 days
I hope it’s not too late

Lympho, Ma
I started this poem, this blog
As an artistic start…
but it’s…
lymphoma.

Hanging my head in these days held by strings and ledges
Standing on the fence of a river without crossing
Just jumping
The right side of my face, neck, glands, ears, swollen
This thing amassing
So filled to the brim that my ears are numb
My heart gets weaker
How much more can I predict
My youth doesn’t allow me enough bravery to conquer
How to tell you?

LYMPHO, MA



 

Lympho, Ma
Two more days 
Until the test results
Until the tissues they took out of these potential 
 Tumors
 Malignant
 Benign
 Cancerous
 Hodgkins
 Non Hodgkins
Or perhaps
 It’s just an infection
 A swelling
 An inflammation
An imperfection…
 Of a life lived too loud
 Of too many words unsaid
 Of those feelings unexpressed
 Of working so hard
 But at what?

Lympho, Ma
My life has been good
I’ve smelled the roses every time I’ve crossed them
I’ve lain in bed with my eyes closed a few minutes more in the morning 
When sunlight falls on them
I’ve slept in grassy hills in the height of summer
I’ve jumped in leaves at the weight of fall
I’ve tasted snowflakes and swung in tire swings in blizzards
I’ve learned the lessons in the buds of each spring
I’ve never hesitated to say I love you or thank you
I’ve never hastened a good meal, especially not yours
I’ve never said no to an opportunity to truly serve
I’ve never questioned walking through an opened door
I’ve never run away from a lover’s embrace, but savored in it
I’ve never raced up the mountain, but tried to get lost in it
I’ve tasted the water from streams
I’ve danced every single day, in all my actions, even when nobody was watching

LYMPHO, MA
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Lympho, Ma
I lie here as my eyes glisten
As someone who’s always loved and listened
My imperfections may lie in what I don’t do
And what I haven’t done is tell you

Mom, I have lymphoma
Or perhaps not
The doc says it could be something else
TB, perhaps? 
Is that any better?

I don’t want to have to tell you this
I’m your last kid
Your only child
You lost your husband, your  country
All you have, you’ve always invested in me

Lympho, Ma
It might be there
It might happen
But I’ll stop myself right here and try to remember one of your greatest lessons
It’s not what life gives you, but what you give it
Take not what’s not yours, but keep what’s yours, sacred
So I’ll take what could be these last minutes and seconds of living
And make a life that’s worth your believing in.

LYMPHO, MA



“ONLY IF I CAN LOVE I WILL BE ABLE TO BEGIN
AGAIN … AND YET AGAIN.

ONLY LOVE
ARSHIYA QUADRI
Arshiya is a daughter, sister, friend, lover, student, artist, performer, dreamer, explorer, and much 
more. She loves dancing soulfully, playing soccer energetically, and embarking on new adventures 
unexpectedly. She hopes to use her work in medicine to educate, empower, and heal others.
And with love in her heart, she yearns to connect with her Baba through music someday. 

“ONLY IF I CAN LOVE I WILL BE ABLE TO BEGIN
AGAIN … AND YET AGAIN.”
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Emptiness and hollowness
A mountain ahead of me
Like an ant I fear the long distance reigns 
Shivers permeating my core
I stumble to take the first step
Thought of the journey I must embark on
I collapse into the earth
Like a person on crutches in a dark tunnel
I fear of the falls and the hurt
Every hair on my body erect upright
Yearning to escape everything that lies within

I simply want to close my eyes
Sink into the turquoise blue sea
to cleanse every inch of me
Lie in the scorching Saharan sun
to erode all that is fake within
Stare at the sky on a starry dark night
to embrace the beauty in me
however imperfect it may be
The journey ahead of me
Impossible and insurmountable
But after every dark night lies a new morning
Only if I can love
Love viscerally
Love unconditionally without any boundaries
Only if I can love will I be able to begin
Again ... and yet again

ONLY LOVE



REBIRTH
SHARMISHTHA DATTAGUPTA 
Sharmishtha feels a deeply spiritual connection with nature - she loves sleeping under the stars, tak-
ing long walks in forests, climbing rocks, and exploring caves - and this connection fuels her chosen 
profession as scientific researcher of natural systems. The teaching and mentoring aspects of her work 
are imbued with her love for bringing creativity, balance, and joy into others’ lives. She also dreams big 
of contributing to widespread literacy in India.  Sharmishtha lived all over India - Chennai, Hyderabad, 
Delhi, Mumbai - and then spent eight years in the US before coming home to herself in Germany. 
Vipassana meditation forms the core of her joyful existence.

“YES, OF COURSE, THIS WAS THE REBIRTH I HAD BEEN WAITING FOR! 
WHICH BABY IS BORN WITH A CREDIT CARD, A MOBILE PHONE, A JOB, A 
BOYFRIEND, AND TWO SETS OF KEYS? I HAD EVERYTHING I NEEDED AND 
NOTHING MORE.”

“YES, OF COURSE, THIS WAS THE REBIRTH I HAD BEEN WAITING FOR! 
WHICH BABY IS BORN WITH A CREDIT CARD, A MOBILE PHONE, A JOB, A 
BOYFRIEND, AND TWO SETS OF KEYS? I HAD EVERYTHING I NEEDED AND 
NOTHING MORE.”
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I sat on the top-most branch of my favorite birch tree. I had climbed up, almost running up the branches with 
no fear of falling, about ten meters below me. The air was warm and pleasant and I sat looking down at birds 
and glimpsing the river through the leaves. I felt completely carefree and at peace, enjoying the colors of the 
sky and singing songs that came to my mind. A fleeting thought - what if someone takes my handbag that I 
had tossed on the ground far below me? The coo of an evening dove distracted me.

*  *  *  *  *

Just a few hours ago I had been sobbing uncontrollably. My whole life had been torn apart. 

A long history of physical and mental abuse had left me scarred and I had spent a good part of the last sev-
enteen years fighting depression. My brilliant mind had always come to my rescue in situation after situation, 
and I had won awards and scholarships, and gathered a host of academic qualifications that took me far away 
from home and the setting of my abusive past. But the shadows of pain and sorrow hadn’t left me. I had tried 
several types of therapy, taken anti-depressants for almost ten years, but nothing seemed to help for long.  

Three years ago I realized something had to change. I had just turned thirty-two and had only three more years 
to live. 

Ever since the brutal rape, beatings and illegal abortion I went through at age eighteen, a part of me had 
wanted to die. But then the other part that loved this earth, the birds, the warmth of the sun and the adventure 
of exploring, said Go on somehow! You don’t have to live too long; you can manage a few more years. Like an 
exhausted marathon runner who can only make it the next ten kilometers, I had arbitrarily chosen thirty-five as 
the age to die. Till then, I would live and make the most of it. 

REBIRTH

“[WITH] A LONG HISTORY OF PHYSICAL AND MENTAL ABUSE ... I 
HAD SPENT A GOOD PART OF THE LAST SEVENTEEN YEARS FIGHT-
ING DEPRESSION. MY BRILLIANT MIND HAD ALWAYS COME TO MY 
RESCUE...BUT THE SHADOWS OF PAIN AND SORROW HADN’T LEFT 
ME.”



REBIRTH
And Live I did! I left my home in India and moved to the United States where I started traveling extensively, 
lived dangerously and adventurously through my newly found hobbies of rock-climbing and caving, and even 
went two-and-a half kilometers deep in the ocean in a submarine. I got married to a dear and loving friend and 
we enjoyed many a travel adventure together. My academic career thrived, and soon after finishing a PhD and 
a postdoc, my very first job interview landed me an associate Professorship in Germany. 

But the depression stayed strong. The pain and sorrow of my past permeated every experience. The searing 
guilt I had felt when my abusive boyfriend had committed suicide after I had finally gathered the courage to 
break up with him became a constant shadow. The shame I had developed after the secret abortions trans-
lated to disease that never left me. 

At age thirty-two, my time was almost up. I was walking home from seeing off my sister at the train station, 
overcome with sorrow about how I had still not managed to fight this disease. I was worried sick about every-
thing, the future seemed hopeless and daunting. I had three more years to live, and I needed to make the most 
of it. 

Through the depths of the immense pain, a small voice popped into my head. What if life didn’t have to end at 
thirty-five? Maybe “I” did need to die at thirty-five. The person with the guilt, the shame, the sorrow, the pain, 
the constant bracing for the next calamity, needed to die. A huge transformation needed to happen, and a but-
terfly needed to emerge from its cocoon. Suddenly, this imminent path became really clear to me. 

The transformation began almost autonomously. I knew I had to do this alone, and within a span of months I 
asked my husband for a separation. I joined a Vipassana meditation course, the ten days of silence and alone-
ness coming like a gift I had been seeking for years. I came out of it knowing that I had to forgive my past, in 

“LIKE AN EXHAUSTED MARATHON RUNNER WHO CAN ONLY MAKE 
IT THE NEXT TEN KILOMETERS, I HAD ARBITRARILY CHOSEN THIR-
TY-FIVE AS THE AGE TO DIE. TILL THEN, I WOULD LIVE AND MAKE 
THE MOST OF IT.”
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REBIRTH
order to let it go. And the first step was forging a new relationship with my parents. I started being honest and 
open with my whole family, sharing carefully guarded traumas from my past for the first time. This further led 
to a general honesty and openness in my personality that was completely novel. 

A new phase of therapy with an excellent trauma specialist broke through layers of guilt, shame, sorrow and 
pain. My heart slowly cracked open and nine months before my thirty-fifth birthday I fell in love again with a 
new man, finally able to allow vulnerability back into my life. 

But one month before my thirty-fifth birthday, there was still so much more to go. I was balancing time be-
tween a demanding job, a boyfriend, and an active social life, while my soul was screaming for help, for time 
alone, to heal and let the past die. I found it progressively harder to go to work, but kept forcing myself. 

One day, I broke down completely. I was sitting at my office desk staring into space. I suddenly noticed that 
three hours had gone by and all I had done was tear hair out of my head and then clean it from my desk. I was 
unable to move, to speak, to do anything. After several hours of blank staring, I managed to tear myself away 
from my desk and walk home, barely able to dodge traffic. My brilliant mind had quit on me, rendering me 
completely helpless. The following days were horrifying- I experienced a rollercoaster of the deepest suicidal 
depression followed by episodes of intense mania. Sleep was impossible, just being was torture. 

I was forced to stop work immediately. Fear gripped my mind stronger than ever. What about my career? 
Would I ever be able to think again? Would I ever again be able to give talks about my research, mesmerizing 
audiences and convincing everyone of my brilliance? Would I ever be able to travel again? I was barely left with 
the confidence to even tie my own shoelaces. My boyfriend, horrified by what happened, distanced himself 

“THROUGH...IMMENSE PAIN, A SMALL VOICE POPPED INTO MY 
HEAD. WHAT IF LIFE DIDN’T HAVE TO END AT THIRTY-FIVE? MAYBE 
“I” DID NEED TO DIE AT THIRTY-FIVE. THE PERSON WITH THE GUILT, 
THE SHAME, THE SORROW, THE PAIN, THE CONSTANT BRACING FOR 
THE NEXT CALAMITY...”



REBIRTH
from me, and within ten days our relationship was over. My German not being good enough to tackle hospitals 
and insurance companies, I was completely dependent on my dear friend Kerstin who accompanied me every-
where and helped me with everything. 

My ego was shattered, and my soul finally got the time it was begging for. My doctor ordered two months 
of sick leave and I gratefully accepted. Initially, I had no idea of what I could do. I had never known a life not 
obsessed with activity and work. And now, I could do nothing. My mind felt too fried to read, talk to people, go 
rock-climbing, do any of those familiar things. I had all the time in the world, and all I could do was stare. And 
smell flowers. One of the first things I noticed was that my sense of smell had become stronger! I kept finding 
myself stopping and smelling flowers. I couldn’t resist it. It was as if I was possessed. 

I spent a lot of time crying, crying because I was afraid of the future, crying because my boyfriend had left me, 
and crying because of what had happened to me years ago. But slowly, the healing started, and with it, magic 
flowed into my life. 

One of the few things I could do was to go on bike rides. I started riding my bicycle everywhere- up through 
forest roads, down by the river, through the farm fields. And I had time to stare. Sit on park benches for hours, 
stare at the ducks training their ducklings to swim, listen to birds, watch squirrels, and bask in the sun. 

Still, staying at home was proving really difficult. There were constant reminders of my work and recently 
broken relationship. My mind remained unstable and severe depression accompanied by lack of sleep was a 
common theme. I needed a way out, but none of the rehabilitation clinics offered therapy in English, so it didn’t 
make sense to enroll in one. One day I was fraught with worry, the pain manifesting itself physically in every 
pore of my body. I left the house and found myself cycling aimlessly till I reached a beautiful creek in a neigh-
boring village. I climbed up a small tree and sat there, spinning thoughts in my mind. Suddenly, my sister’s 

“ONE DAY, I BROKE DOWN COMPLETELY. I WAS SITTING AT MY 
OFFICE DESK STARING INTO SPACE. I SUDDENLY NOTICED THAT 
THREE HOURS HAD GONE BY... MY BRILLIANT MIND HAD QUIT ON 
ME, RENDERING ME COMPLETELY HELPLESS.”
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REBIRTH
words came to me- She had said, try to stop thinking- thinking is your disease. So I sat there, really still, and 
stared intently at the water flowing. For an instant, my mind was empty. A thought popped into my mind soon 
after- Sabine, a coach who I had met through my work, lived in this village. Wouldn’t it be nice to get her ad-
vice? I continued sitting on the tree, much calmer now, until the urge to ride my bike came. 

I started riding towards the village, and nearly ran straight into Sabine! We had met only twice, several months 
ago, and here she was, walking her dog and smiling at me. Sharmishtha! She exclaimed, what a coincidence! I 
just called you a few minutes ago as I was thinking about you and wondering how you were! 

I was stunned! I joined her on her walk, and at her asking, I poured out my story to her. She listened recep-
tively and said, well, we really need to find you a place to stay. How about we look around this village for an 
empty room? 

We looked around at a few places, but without luck. She invited me over to her house for a cup of tea, and all 
of a sudden, she offered- why don’t you stay with me? Her husband Jörg, who I had met minutes ago, nodded 
enthusiastically. I sat there transfixed. Where was all this coming from? How could I resist this magic? 

All my life, I had been the rescuer of people, the provider, the generous one who jumps to help people in need. 
But I had never learnt to be on the other end of the equation! This was my opportunity for change. I mumbled 
a yes- I would stay with them! They said they had an old wooden caravan in their garden that I could use. I 
couldn’t believe my luck when I saw it! It was perfect, a small wooden home! I left their house promising I 
would be back in a day or two. 

When I came back I noticed they had cleaned up the caravan for me! They had installed electricity, put in a 
mattress, a small rug, a table with a few candles and a bottle of water. I was overwhelmed by their kindness 
and tears of gratitude flowed from my eyes.

“SUDDENLY, MY SISTER’S WORDS CAME TO ME. SHE HAD SAID, 
TRY TO STOP THINKING – THINKING IS YOUR DISEASE. SO I SAT 
THERE, REALLY STILL, AND STARED INTENTLY AT THE WATER 
FLOWING. FOR AN INSTANT, MY MIND WAS EMPTY.”



REBIRTH
Slowly I settled into my new life in the caravan. I had moved there with the basic minimum, a book, a few 
clothes and shoes, my favorite tea mug, a small kitchen knife, my favorite woolen blanket, all fitting into two 
bicycle bags. With no internet or computer, I was disconnected from the external world, and I barely ever used 
my mobile phone either. 

I developed a new routine. I would wake up every day and do exactly what I felt like. If it meant eating cake for 
breakfast, then riding my bicycle to my favorite café for cake, so it was! I sat in the sun, did yoga, meditated, 
and stared a lot at the trees and flowers in their garden. The best parts of my days were often the long walks I 
took with Sheri, their dog. She loved to collect balls of mud from the cornfields, which she wanted me to throw 
for her. I also started cooking for Sabine and I, a routine that both of us enjoyed. And I started learning to play 
the guitar from Jörg, a talented musician. 

Eventually it was no longer hard to spend my days. I always had something to do, and the time flew by. It was 
no longer hard for me to be home, so I started dividing my time between the caravan and my own flat. My 
room was a gigantic mess of dust balls, medical bills and clothes strewn everywhere, but it didn’t matter. I 
usually found what I was looking for in minutes, and there was rarely something I simply couldn’t do without. 

I was still going regularly to my therapist and we worked through multitudes of complexes I had developed 
from my past. I was like an open door now, all the wounds were close to the surface, and healing quicker than 
ever before. The phases of desperate crying, howling if you may, were still there, but I could let the tears flow 
consciously and purposefully now, almost like rain that needs to fall. The phases of panic and worry about my 
future still came frequently, but passed away quicker and quicker. 

“I HAD ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD, AND ALL I COULD DO WAS 
STARE. AND SMELL FLOWERS. ONE OF THE FIRST THINGS I NO-
TICED WAS THAT MY SENSE OF SMELL HAD BECOME STRONGER! 
I KEPT FINDING MYSELF STOPPING AND SMELLING FLOWERS...IT 
WAS AS IF I WAS POSSESSED.”
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REBIRTH
I had developed the routine of checking work emails every Friday afternoon to take care of “urgent” matters, 
and progressively I started realizing how nothing was ever really urgent. I realized how easily I could handle 
everything that needed to be done in an hour or two at most per week! 

This Friday afternoon I checked my emails again, and my heart sank. I got the news that one of the projects 
we had been working on for the last six months had completely failed. I panicked thinking that my prospects 
for this job were extremely bleak. Within a few minutes though, I had calmed down. I told myself, whatever was 
happening now was Ok. Then my eyes fell on something in my room that reminded me of my broken relation-
ships. Tears of sorrow and loneliness crept up and I cried hard for a few minutes. But soon, the rays of sunlight 
streaming through my window distracted me. It had been a cloudy day so far…

My heart soared, my soul smiled! I skipped out of the house with my handbag strapped across my shoulder 
feeling free as a bird. I found myself soon by the river, magnetically drawn to my favorite birch tree. And there I 
sat for an hour or two till dusk settled in. 

*  *  *  *  *

I climbed down the tree, this time a little more careful with my footing. I found my shoes at the base of the 
tree, but hey! My handbag was missing! I calmly looked for it for a few seconds and slowly panic crept in. The 
bag contained my wallet with more than two hundred Euros in cash, my mobile phone with all the contact 
numbers of my friends, my brand new camera that had cost me a fortune, my expensive fleece jacket, and 
keys to both my flat as well as Sabine and Jörg’s house! How could I have been so careless? I started running, 
and desperately asked someone for a mobile phone so that I could call my own phone, just in case I could 
hear it ringing nearby. Silence…

“I HAD DEVELOPED THE ROUTINE OF CHECKING WORK EMAILS EV-
ERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON TO TAKE CARE OF “URGENT” MATTERS, 
AND PROGRESSIVELY I STARTED REALIZING HOW NOTHING WAS 
EVER REALLY URGENT.”



REBIRTH
A rant started forming in my head. Sharmishtha, you are ridiculous! You’ve lost your mind, your job, your boy-
friend, and now you have nothing! It’s cold outside and you’re locked out of your flat. And you’ve lost at least 
a thousand Euros worth of stuff, and earned yourself a grand hassle of replacing all those bank cards, your 
driver’s license, your job ID. Wow, this is the cream of the cake! I started walking briskly towards my flat, think-
ing I should call the bank immediately if I can. 

But within minutes, a strange calm came over me. I slowed down my pace, and noticed how beautiful the 
evening was. The air was getting colder and the sky was a brilliant color, the river reflecting it. The ducklings 
were effortlessly following their mother’s instructions and swimming in line upstream. The smell of the flowers 
was magical, and I stopped to pop open a few touch-me-not seedpods. I started smiling, and then laughing 
out loud. 

Yes, of course, this was the rebirth I had been waiting for! Which baby is born with a credit card, a mobile 
phone, a job, a boyfriend, and two sets of keys? I had everything I needed and nothing more. The clothes on 
my body kept me warm enough for the moment. I strolled home smelling the air and feeling more alive than 
I ever remembered. I stroked my cat for a while; he was the only one that could get in and out of my flat 
through his cat door, and he wondered why I wasn’t coming in. 

I unlocked the combination lock on my bicycle and started riding towards my home, the caravan. It was pitch 
dark on the moonless night, and riding through the fields, I kept my bicycle lights turned off. I knew where I 
was going, and there was not an ounce of fear in me. I rode silently, taking my time, enjoying the cold breeze 
on my body.

I reached the caravan, opened the unlocked door, and crawled into my cozy bed. With a beatific smile, I drifted 
into sleep.

“I KEPT MY BICYCLE LIGHTS TURNED OFF. I KNEW WHERE I WAS 
GOING, AND THERE WAS NOT AN OUNCE OF FEAR IN ME. I RODE 
SILENTLY, TAKING MY TIME, ENJOYING THE COLD BREEZE ON MY 
BODY.”
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A book by Sohail Fida, written from Haripur Jail, Pakistan
Paramount Publishing



SELF-DISCOVERY IN ADVERSITY
SHAILA GADRE
Shaila is a resident of Seattle, an architect and an artist, and feels great passion for music in general 
and Indian classical music in particular.

“THROUGH THESE TRYING TIMES, IT SEEMS AS IF THE UNESSENTIAL PART 
OF ME GOT STRIPPED AWAY AND ONLY THE ESSENTIAL PART, THAT WAS 
NECESSARY FOR PREVAILING IN MY SITUATION EMERGED, AND SERVED AS 
THE CORE SUBSTANCE FROM WHICH TO CREATE MY NEW LIFE.”

“THROUGH THESE TRYING TIMES, IT SEEMS AS IF THE UNESSENTIAL PART 
OF ME GOT STRIPPED AWAY AND ONLY THE ESSENTIAL PART, THAT WAS 
NECESSARY FOR PREVAILING IN MY SITUATION EMERGED, AND SERVED AS 
THE CORE SUBSTANCE FROM WHICH TO CREATE MY NEW LIFE.”
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SELF-DISCOVERY IN ADVERSITY
I miss him the most when I am around his musical family of special friends and students, and when I watch 
great sports events. My life partner of more than forty years died in August of 2010. 

His music students gather at my place to sing with a special passion, and tell me that he still inspires them to 
do so in our home. And I feel delighted that his spirit still lives on through their dedication and the music they 
continue to bring into our home and the world. Music was the common thread that bound us together, and 
each milestone throughout our lives was marked with a special musical memory.

A great athlete and a sportsman, who couldn’t do much of that anymore as he aged and later became ill, he 
became more focused on watching great sports events. During those events, this otherwise quiet man jumped 
up and down with excitement along with my son.  I remember what fun it was to be swept up in the thrill of 
their spirited cheering! 

The last decade has easily been the most challenging time of my life. After initially being gripped by the fear of 
his unpredictable and difficult-to-treat disease, we taught ourselves to live ‘normally’ in spite of it. The disease 
progressed over the years and eventually became terminal, and my son and I bid him the best ‘good bye’ we 
could, when the time came.

The hardest part for me was witnessing his gradual decline over the years, and then the progressive signs of 
approaching death towards the end, of this once solidly built mountain of a man. After his passing came the 
immense challenges of coping with my grief and loss, and thereafter, my attempts at finding my solo path 
after four decades of companionship.

“THE HARDEST PART FOR ME WAS WITNESSING HIS GRADUAL DE-
CLINE OVER THE YEARS, AND THEN THE PROGRESSIVE SIGNS OF 
APPROACHING DEATH TOWARDS THE END, OF THIS ONCE SOLIDLY 
BUILT MOUNTAIN OF A MAN.”



Through these trying times, it seems as if the unessential part of the inner me got stripped away and only the 
essential part, that was necessary for prevailing in my situation emerged, and served as the core substance 
from which to create my new life. With each new challenge, I surprised myself by getting progressively stron-
ger.  I was forced to live solely in the present moment to avoid being emotionally overwhelmed.  To beat the 
daily stress, I used regular journaling and physical activities as my relief valves. My family and friends provided 
respite and support in addition to the help of outstanding counselors and trained caregivers whenever needed.

Armed with these new insights into myself that I never imagined having before, and as the pain of his memo-
ries has begun to recede, I am starting to write the next chapter of my life with much deliberation, intention 
and confidence. I am identifying the passions and people that mean the most to me, so that I can begin to live 
my repurposed life. I choose people and activities that heal and nurture me and bring out the best in me – my 
family members and friends and my music – and art-related activities. The particular cause I have embraced 
is one of quietly sharing what I have learned with those ‘sisters’ who walk a path similar to mine, so that their 
burden may become lighter, and so that perhaps, they too might glimpse a new window into themselves. 

By becoming willing to share my vulnerability and tenderness, the strong sense of the essential me steadies 
each forward step, and I smile.

“ARMED WITH THESE NEW INSIGHTS INTO MYSELF THAT I NEVER 
IMAGINED HAVING BEFORE... I AM STARTING TO WRITE THE NEXT 
CHAPTER OF MY LIFE WITH MUCH DELIBERATION, INTENTION AND 
CONFIDENCE.”

SELF-DISCOVERY IN ADVERSITY
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GHOST BATS
KREE ARVANITAS
Kree is a painter, craftsman, mixed media artist and human rights activist based in Seattle, Washington. 
She is currently working primarily in mixed media and digital collage. Her work can be seen at: www.
Flickr.com/hennadervish

“MY HOPE IS THAT EXPRESSING MY APPRECIATION FOR THESE AMAZING 
MAMMALS THROUGH ART WILL HELP RAISE AWARENESS OF THE DELICATE 
BALANCE WE LIVE IN AND WE WILL LEARN TO CHERISH OUR ENVIRONMENT.”



GHOST BATS

Ghost Bats, Series  
Mixed media (including henna) on heavy paper

The Ghost Bats series (of 3 paintings) was inspired first by Oriental bats based on Chinese and Southeast Asian art which I 
have done frequently in henna at fairs and festivals. I like bats! I began by using henna on heavy paper. The bats’ delicate wings 
are decorated with classic mehndi patterns. Then I learned that WHITE NOSE FUNGUS is decimating the bat populations in the 
northeast US and is spreading westward, in some cases annihilating 80% of bat populations. OVER A MILLION BATS HAVE 
DIED since this disease appeared. The fungus impacts the bats’ sonar capabilities, losing their ability to judge distances, and 
find their way home. It seems to affect their sleep and they become easily dehydrated, confused and starving. There is, as yet, 
no cure. There are no firm causes, although it is thought that the disease is intensified by consuming insects poisoned with 
pesticides. This heartbreaking disease is as ecologically serious as hive collapse syndrome is for bees and has serious ramifi-
cations for the harmony and balance on our planet. Bats are an integral part of nature’s balance, keeping the insect population 
down. My hope is that expressing my appreciation for these amazing mammals through art will help raise awareness of the 
delicate balance we live in and we will learn to cherish our environment.
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KENT’S SODA
KENT MELVILLE
Kent is a young man with Autism. He and his parents, Aaron and Michelle, founded Kent’s Soda in the 
fall of 2010. Kent’s Soda is committed to “Doing Good” and “Having Fun.” A portion of all sales will be 
set aside to fund programs that foster positive social interactions for children with Autism and their 
families. Kent and his father share their story with us here. 
You can learn more about Kent’s Soda at www.kentssoda.com or on facebook at 
http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Kents-Soda/115369671878543

“…I CAME UP WITH THE IDEA TO SELL SODA AND LEMONADE AND THAT 
PART OF THE MONEY WOULD BE USED TO HELP OTHER CHILDREN WITH 
AUTISM.”



KENT’S SODA
Kent: It was the summer of 2010; I was 9 years old. I was selling lemonade in my front yard and I was making 
good money. 

I came up with the idea of selling lemonade to restaurants and stores. My dad initially said no. But then I came 
up with the idea to sell soda and lemonade and that part of the money would be used to help other children 
with Autism.

Aaron: As anyone with a child with Autism can attest, they have a very difficult time empathizing with other 
people. I had never seen this side of Kent before and was won over with his desire to help other children. 

We believe at our core as a family and as a company that people (and companies) should keenly be engaged 
in good causes. 

Kent: It has been a lot of work starting a company, but it has also been fun. I’ve been able to help others and 
also get a few things, like a pet rabbit for me. 

Aaron: We have worked hard. There are a lot of things to get into place and we need to be smart about it. 

We have had some great support from a local college and their students, an intern, and our suppliers. We are 
still planning a lot to figure out how to meet the demands. We have been shocked at how supportive everyone 
has been. 

We live in a small Vermont town of about 6000 people and thought initially we would keep it local. Kent’s story 
is touching the lives of many. We are trying to teach Kent how to run a business, so this is taking a little more 
time.

Kent: You can help us by buying our soda to help children with autism. 

Aaron: Kent is the ultimate sales person. I love how he gets to the point. As a company we need smart people 
who can help get the word out about our company. We are looking for distribution and bottling services 
throughout the country as well as other strategic partners. 
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IN DIALOGUE WITH
SOHAIL FIDA            by Sabina Ansari
Sohail Fida was only 17 when he was sentenced to death for allegedly committing murder, in the northern 
city of Swat, Pakistan.  His sentence was later commuted to life.  During his 12 years of incarceration, 
Sohail created a world for himself in which his jail cell was “a university” and the sentence handed to him 
was “a gift from God.”  Immersing himself in education, he obtained two Masters degrees in International 
Relations and History, becoming a teacher to other inmates, and authoring the book “Soul Unshackled.”  
Sohail was released earlier this year, and is now adjusting to the shock of the world outside jail. 

“THE SUN SHINES DURING THE DAY AND ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT, 
WHETHER YOU CAN SEE IT OR NOT...AND SOMEONE IN NEW YORK MAY NOT 
BE ABLE TO ENJOY OR APPRECIATE THE SUNSHINE AS MUCH AS AN OR-
DINARY PRISONER IN HARIPUR JAIL.  IT IS ALL IN YOUR MIND.  I CREATED 
MY OWN WORLD WHEN I WAS IN JAIL.”

“THE SUN SHINES DURING THE DAY AND ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT, 
WHETHER YOU CAN SEE IT OR NOT...AND SOMEONE IN NEW YORK MAY NOT 
BE ABLE TO ENJOY OR APPRECIATE THE SUNSHINE AS MUCH AS AN OR-
DINARY PRISONER IN HARIPUR JAIL.  IT IS ALL IN YOUR MIND.  I CREATED 
MY OWN WORLD WHEN I WAS IN JAIL.”



IN DIALOGUE WITH    SOHAIL FIDA

SA – How did you feel when you were sentenced and jailed?

SF – I was in shock after the beatings and the torture used to extract my confession.  I couldn’t understand it; 
I lost all ability to comprehend.  At the time of my confession, I didn’t have the maturity or the capacity to make 
sense of what ensued.  I later realized that my confession was a sign of my own weakness.  I succumbed to 
the torture.  It should not have happened, but I was weak.

SA – What happened when the shock lifted and you found yourself on death row?

SF – I wanted to prove them wrong, and the only way to do that was to educate myself.  My father visited me 
in jail and asked me what I needed.  I told him to bring me my first-year [college] books.  

You can change everything by changing your thoughts.  I blocked my negative thoughts and activated my posi-
tive thoughts.  I thought - whatever happened, happened.  Such is life.  I decided I would be positive in my life, 
no matter what.. 

SA – How did you find positivity in the midst of such crisis and pain?

SF – I created my dreams and I didn’t let them die.  Even if my dreams were sometimes as far from reality 
as possible.  This gave me hope even in jail.  Each exam I passed shaped and developed my dreams in such 
a way that they started to come into congruence with reality.  Whoever gets tired and gives up, loses.  I never 
accepted defeat.

“YOU CAN CHANGE EVERYTHING BY CHANGING YOUR 
THOUGHTS...I THOUGHT - WHATEVER HAPPENED, HAPPENED.  
SUCH IS LIFE.  I DECIDED I WOULD BE POSITIVE IN MY LIFE, NO 
MATTER WHAT.”
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SA – How do you maintain this positivity?  It’s easier said than done…

SF – I continue to dream.  When I am hopeless and I search for why I am hopeless, I realize that I have aban-
doned my dream! 

SA – What is your dream?

SF – When I was under interrogation, I dreamt of being a model police officer, one who could set an example 
of what a good police officer should be.  When I was being tried in the courts, I dreamt of being a lawyer that 
society could be proud of.  When I ended up in jail, I dreamt of being a writer.  I wanted to tell my story.  

That is what inspires us all to create - to share the story of our life with others.  Being a writer was another 
dream that I didn’t really think would happen.  I didn’t plan anything.  Everything just happened on its own.  
They say when you desire something strongly enough, the universe conspires to give it to you.

The way I see it, my life is unique and my job in this world is unique.  The sun shines during the day and all 
through the night, whether you can see it or not.  You can see it through the tallest buildings in New York City, 
and you can see it from a tiny jail cell.  And someone in New York may not be able to enjoy or appreciate the 
sunshine as much as an ordinary prisoner in Haripur Jail.  It is all in your mind.  I created my own world when 
I was in jail.
   
SA – How did you do that?

SF – There was music in my head.  Some of it was nostalgia.  In my mind, I stayed in happy times.  At first, I 
was angry with God.  I even fought bitterly with God and asked - Why me?  Then I realized that this is a gift.  
Nothing happens without good reason.  I realized that I was lucky because I had so much more than so many 
others do.  Those who think they have everything, I feel they have nothing.

“I CREATED MY DREAMS AND I DIDN’T LET THEM DIE.  EVEN IF MY 
DREAMS WERE SOMETIMES AS FAR FROM REALITY AS POSSIBLE.  
THIS GAVE ME HOPE EVEN IN JAIL.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH    SOHAIL FIDA



SA – Can you explain that?

SF – You have to leave this world, we all do.  To me this world is a stage, a game. When you spend twelve 
years in solitude, you find yourself.  But most people don’t even recognize themselves – their qualities, their 
virtues, their vices.  

I don’t think that I have done anything special.  There are others, maybe no one knows about them.  They are 
nameless.  What is courage?  What you can identify as courageous may not be, and somewhere the most 
exemplary courage is hidden from your sight.
 
SA – How do you feel now that you are out?

SF  – I don’t like it.  When I was by myself, I found purity in my solitary environment.  Now I see people around 
me with three faces.  It’s shocking.  There is such a lack of authenticity.  Everyone is wearing a mask.  But 
everything you try and hide is actually the real you.

SA – What advice do you have for those who are in crisis or pain?

SF  – People are always competing with others, so they stay deprived despite everything.  You see the richest 
nations in angst because they are still competing for their top spot.

Learn to stay content with what you have.  Dissatisfaction leads to deprivation.  Develop your intellect, your 
resources, and make the best with what you have.

We are extremely grateful to Sabina Ansari for conducting this interview and then translating the original 
Urdu conversation to English. To watch a prior interview of Sohail Fida while he was still in prison, 
click on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AfKb94NZfc

IN DIALOGUE WITH    SOHAIL FIDA
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